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Abstract

Motivation: Protein intrinsic disorder describes the tendency of sequence residues to not fold into a rigid three-
dimensional shape by themselves. However, some of these disordered regions can transition from disorder to order
when interacting with another molecule in segments known as molecular recognition features (MoRFs). Previous
analysis has shown that these MoRF regions are indirectly encoded within the prediction of residue disorder as low-
confidence predictions [i.e. in a semi-disordered state P(D)�0:5]. Thus, what has been learned for disorder prediction
may be transferable to MoRF prediction. Transferring the internal characterization of protein disorder for the predic-
tion of MoRF residues would allow us to take advantage of the large training set available for disorder prediction,
enabling the training of larger analytical models than is currently feasible on the small number of currently available
annotated MoRF proteins. In this paper, we propose a new method for MoRF prediction by transfer learning from
the SPOT-Disorder2 ensemble models built for disorder prediction.

Results: We confirm that directly training on the MoRF set with a randomly initialized model yields substantially
poorer performance on independent test sets than by using the transfer-learning-based method SPOT-MoRF, for
both deep and simple networks. Its comparison to current state-of-the-art techniques reveals its superior perform-
ance in identifying MoRF binding regions in proteins across two independent testing sets, including our new dataset
of >800 protein chains. These test chains share <30% sequence similarity to all training and validation proteins
used in SPOT-Disorder2 and SPOT-MoRF, and provide a much-needed large-scale update on the performance of
current MoRF predictors. The method is expected to be useful in locating functional disordered regions in proteins.
Availability and implementation: SPOT-MoRF and its data are available as a web server and as a standalone pro-
gram at: http://sparks-lab.org/jack/server/SPOT-MoRF/index.php.
Contact: jack.s.hanson93@gmail.com or yaoqi.zhou@griffith.edu.au
Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.

1 Introduction

Intrinsic protein disorder describes the tendency of a protein to fold
into a dynamic and flexible structure, rather than the previous wide-
ly held belief that all proteins should fold into a unique stable struc-
ture to provide their functionality. While this dogma still applies to
many structured regions in proteins, the increasing evidence of in-
trinsic disorder across all domains of life has vindicated this change
of perspective (Hu et al., 2018). Functional and structural analysis
of intrinsically disordered proteins and regions of proteins (IDRs)
has revealed the evolutionary roles of these proteins and how they
stem from their structural dynamics (Tompa, 2002; Uversky et al.,
2000; Wright and Dyson, 1999).

Proteins with intrinsic disorder have many functional benefits
made available due to their transient structural states, and as such

are able to fulfill specific roles in biology, particularly in signaling,
regulatory and assembling functions (Dyson and Wright, 2005;
Tompa, 2003). Moreover, so-called ‘hub’ proteins with a large rep-
ertoire of protein–protein interactions have been shown to have
more disordered content than other proteins (Haynes et al., 2006;
Hu et al., 2017a). This stems from a particular advantage of disor-
dered regions to interact with numerous target molecules and under-
go a transition from disorder to an ordered state in a process known
as induced folding (Dyson and Wright, 2002; Receveur-Bréchot
et al., 2005; Uversky, 2002). These short, induced folding regions,
known as molecular recognition features (MoRFs) (Mohan et al.,
2006), provide an interesting insight into the disorder continuum,
blurring the point at which a residue can be categorically considered
‘disordered’ or not.
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The computational prediction of these important functional sites
has attracted increased attention in recent literature because of their
potential roles as druggable disease targets (Kumar et al., 2017;
Metallo, 2010). So far, however, these MoRF prediction methods
have had limited accuracies mostly due to the large imbalance of
MoRF/non-MoRF residues and small MoRF databases for training
and testing. In the sample of experimental data available, disorder is
a minority class. For example, an analysis of >10 000 proteins from
the MobiDB consensus database shows only a �6:6% coverage of
disorder (Necci et al., 2017). Trickling down from the available
annotated disordered regions, recent analysis has shown that only
up to 21% of IDRs contain a MoRF region (Yan et al., 2016), inher-
ently imposing a severe limitation on the positive samples available
for training predictive models. In fact, the inadequate number of
MoRF-annotated sequences has limited MoRF predictors to small-
scale computational and machine learning algorithms, such as:
Support Vector Machines (Vapnik, 1998) in OPAL (Sharma et al.,
2018c), OPALþ (Sharma et al., 2018b), MoRFPred (Disfani et al.,
2012), MoRFPred-Plus (Sharma et al., 2018a), MoRFchibi (Malhis
et al., 2016), MFPSSMpred (Chun et al., 2013) and in Fang et al.
(2018); neural networks in MoRF-MLP (He et al., 2019); and
through the analysis of residue physicochemical interactions in
ANCHOR (Mészáros et al., 2009, 2018). This is in stark contrast to
many other fields of structural bioinformatics, where data-hungry
methods such as large recurrent and convolutional neural networks
have become state-of-the-art (Hanson et al., 2019b), such as back-
bone cis-isomer detection (Singh et al., 2018), contact map predic-
tion (Wang et al., 2017), and, most relevantly to this work, intrinsic
disorder prediction (Hanson et al., 2017, 2019a; Klausen et al.,
2019).

The existence of MoRFs in intrinsically disordered regions indi-
cates that each protein can potentially contain up to three distinct
structural regions in the disorder/order spectrum: structured regions,
transitional intrinsically disordered MoRF regions and permanently
intrinsically disordered regions. Similarly, Zhang et al. (2013) intro-
duced the concept of ‘semi-disorder’ to designate these regions as
neither fully disordered nor fully ordered. This semi-disordered state
is a state separated from the structured state and the fully disordered
state. Quantitative analysis indicates that semi-disordered residues
are associated with protein aggregation and induced folding (Zhang
et al., 2013). The direct use of predicted disorder for binding site dis-
crimination was also confirmed by DISOPRED3, which interpolated
these binding site regions using an additional discriminative model
on top of its disorder predictor (Jones and Cozzetto, 2015). In fact,
we showed that the concept of the semi-disordered state can be used
to predict MoRF regions with accuracy comparable to those meth-
ods dedicated for MoRF predictions when extracted linearly from
the predicted likelihoods of disorder predictors (Hanson et al.,
2017, 2019a).

The above results suggest that disorder prediction and MoRF
prediction are intrinsically connected with each other. In other
words, the characterization of disordered regions learned from dis-
order prediction may be transferable to MoRF prediction. Transfer
learning (Pan et al., 2010) involves the repurposing of large models
trained on one objective to a similar, secondary objective with insuf-
ficient data to train the large model from scratch (Goodfellow et al.,
2016). This is generally done by severing the culminating discrimin-
atory layers [typically the final fully connected (FC) layer/s] of the
initial model and replacing them with one or several untrained
layers. By initializing the new model with an established, pre-
learned internal representation of the original objective, training of
the secondary objective can be greatly enhanced due to the model
being placed in a much better location in the error plane than it
would have been with random initialization.

Here, we have developed a method called SPOT-MoRF by
applying transfer learning on the disorder prediction tool SPOT-
Disorder2 (Hanson et al., 2019a). This presents the first application
of deep learning in MoRF prediction, hitherto limited to smaller-
scale prediction tools due to the small training data pool. Building
on the ensemble from SPOT-Disorder2, we show that the new
method is substantially more accurate than direct training on MoRF

prediction by randomly initialized neural networks and 14 previous-
ly developed techniques, highlighting the benefits of transfer learn-
ing for other smaller, niche fields in bioinformatics.

2 Methods and Data

2.1 Transfer learning
Transfer learning involves the extraction of a meaningful latent rep-
resentation from a pretrained model to use for a new, similar object-
ive. In this work, we use the learned internal representations of the
current state-of-the-art protein intrinsic disorder predictor SPOT-
Disorder2 (Hanson et al., 2019a). SPOT-Disorder2 consists of an
ensemble of both Inception-Residual-Squeeze and Excitation
Networks (dubbed IncReSenets) (He et al., 2016; Hu et al., 2017b;
Szegedy et al., 2017) and Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory
(BLSTM) layers (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997; Schuster and
Paliwal, 1997). We define layers consisting of convolutional or re-
current topologies as the ‘contextual’ layers of the model (i.e. the
IncReSenet and BLSTM layers), and the concluding FC layers
(Rumelhart et al., 1986) as ‘discriminative’ layers.

In SPOT-Disorder2, it is the contextual layers which perform the
bulk of the disorder characterization. BLSTM approaches have the
ability to capture long-range dependencies through the enforcement
of a constant error flow, which allows information to traverse
through the sequence without being inhibited by affine weight trans-
formations. On the other hand, deep convolutional neural network
architectures, such as ResNets (He et al., 2016) and Inception net-
works (Szegedy et al., 2017), have found great success in many
applications due to their relatively low parameter count despite their
incredible network depth. This is largely due to the use of skip con-
nections between layers which allow for unobstructed error propa-
gation in network training, which act similarly to the constant error
flow in LSTM cells. Squeeze and excitation networks are a slight
modification applicable to these two convolutional neural network
schema, in which another small set of weights is added which learns
to intelligently control the contribution of each convolutional block
to the skip connection (Hu et al., 2017b). The simultaneous applica-
tion of these architectures allows for both a wide and deep charac-
terization of disorder, latently encoding MoRF regions. Additional
architectural details are available in the accompanying manuscript
(Hanson et al., 2019a).

Generally speaking, SPOT-Disorder2 can be separated into a
hierarchy of three general levels of data abstraction for the purpose
of transfer learning: the output disorder likelihood, the FC layer dir-
ectly preceding the final output layer and the final contextual layer
(e.g. the final BLSTM or IncReSenet layer). Transferring the final
output layer would be akin to using SPOT-Disorder2’s predicted
outputs as an input for a metapredictor, which does not transfer the
model’s latent characterization of disorder. Indeed, training with
this transfer location led to poorer performance in initial trials.
Therefore, we only considered the latter two of the transfer locations
for these experiments, the layout of which is shown in Fig. 1. As this
figure shows that the ensemble models of SPOT-Disorder2 are fed
individually into a corresponding model for the use of ensemble
MoRF prediction. These models are then averaged the same as
SPOT-Disorder2 to provide our residue-wise ensemble MoRF
prediction.

The models used in MoRF prediction all consist of one or several
FC neural network layers placed at either the discriminative or con-
textual transfer point of SPOT-Disorder2. Explicitly, the MoRF
models in Fig. 1 are independent from each other and are trained
separately, but all utilize the same input data (SPOT-Disorder2’s
inputs) and similar architectures. The hyperparameters for each
model are shown in Table 1. Dropout was used in most models at
each layer (Srivastava et al., 2014) during training (including the
SPOT-Disorder2 layers). Each hidden layer is activated by the
Rectified Linear Unit function (Nair and Hinton, 2010). The models
were trained in Tensorflow v1.10 (Abadi et al., 2016) using the in-
built Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with default parame-
ters. The optimizer was switched to Stochastic Gradient Descent
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with momentum (0.9) and a small learning rate (0.001) when the
model stopped improving (after 10 epochs on the validation set) to
reduce generalization errors between training and testing (Keskar
and Socher, 2017). Early stopping was again used in this stage based
on the validation set performance of the past five epochs to minim-
ize the risk of overtraining on the small training dataset, with the
highest-performing iteration being used for analysis. Note that in
transfer learning the extracted weights from the transferred models
can be frozen (i.e. not trained further), but in this experiment it was
found empirically useful to adapt the trained networks for our pur-
poses in training. Using this methodology, transferring from the con-
textual transfer point of model 0 from SPOT-Disorder2 (e.g.)
provides our MoRF objective with 2:82� 106 pretrained parame-
ters. The new untrained parameter count of SPOT-MoRF model 0 is
much lower, at 2:6� 104.

The use of a Nvidia GTX 1080 Graphics Processing Unit
allowed us to accelerate training over standard CPU training; each
model taking only 45 s/epoch to train for each of our trained param-
eters in a grid search (SPOT-Disorder2 models 1–5, 1–3 layers, be-
tween 50 and 1500 nodes/layer, dropout 0–0.5 and 3 transfer
locations). The final ensemble was selected based on the set which
provided the highest ensemble performance on the validation set,
not based on individual performance alone. This was done so that
the selection method would prioritize orthogonal approaches over
their baseline accuracy, providing the final model with a richer var-
iety of learned MoRF representations.

Similarly to the MoRF prediction task in SPOT-Disorder2
(Hanson et al., 2019a), we employ a post-processing smoothing
window of size wL on the output ensemble likelihoods y. However,
rather than a rectangular window, we apply a Kaiser window
(b¼0.5) to reduce the weight of longer-range samples (Kaiser,
1966). The following equation describes this process to obtain our
final discrete output ŷ:

ŷðiÞ ¼ 1 if
XiþwL

j¼i�wL

wðj� iÞ � yðjÞ

2
4

3
5 � T

0 elsewhere

;

8>><
>>:

(1)

where T is our operating threshold and w is our wL-sized Kaiser
window. The parameters wL and T are chosen in validation. When
j<0 or j � L, where L is the protein length, values of 0 are substi-
tuted for y(j).

2.2 Datasets
We utilize the training and testing dataset (Train, Test464) created
by Disfani et al. (2012). Since its release, these datasets have been
used to train and benchmark almost all subsequent machine-
learning-based MoRF predictors (Malhis et al., 2016; Sharma et al.,
2018a, c; Yan et al., 2016). The proteins in Train and Test464 are
extracted from proteins deposited in the PDB prior to 2008.
Furthermore, we utilize the Exp53 (Exptest) set from Malhis et al.
(2016), which consists of a set of 53 experimentally validated MoRF
sequences. The distinction between experimental validation and the
sets from Disfani et al. (2012) is that the Exptest MoRF regions are
guaranteed to be bona fide MoRFs disordered in their natural state.

In this work, we updated the Test2012 set from Disfani et al.
(2012) to include a much larger set of recently identified MoRFs, by
following a similar protocol to Test2012’s creation. We collected all
protein–peptide complex structures from the BioLiP database (Yang
et al., 2012), accessed June 21, 2019 and mapped peptide sequences
to UniProt IDs based on SIFTS annotations (Velankar et al., 2012).
We used a simple heuristic to filter out putative MoRFs which were
likely to also be structured in the free state. All PDBs associated with
the given UniProt IDs were collected and the structured residues
were mapped to the full-length sequence by a sequential alignment
with an affine gap penalty. Structured proteins which were not iden-
tical (95%) to the aligned region of the full-length sequence (e.g. chi-
meric proteins) were ignored. Putative MoRFs which overlapped a
structured region >5 residues longer than all MoRFs associated
with that protein were assumed to be structured in the free state and
excluded from the dataset. We found that the labels generated by
our protocol were mostly consistent with Test2012 except for cases
where the peptide fragment was mapped to different full-length
sequences (e.g. 3unnB is mapped to Q14676 by our protocol which
does not match the Test2012 sequence). We elected to use the SIFTS
PDB mapping as it is an independent protocol which avoids the
problem of ambiguous full-length sequences. Six of the original
Test2012 peptides were also removed from the dataset as they were
judged to be synthetic peptides based on the SIFTS annotations (e.g.
3avcD). Finally, we removed proteins of length <31 residues and
>5000 residues due to the length constraints of other predictors.

In this work, we utilize Exptest and Test2019 as independent
tests and Test464 as a validation set (henceforth dubbed
‘Validation’ to avoid confusion). While Validation has already been
clustered to have <30% sequence similarity to the training set, it
contains a large number of homologous sequences. In fact, more
than a third of the proteins in Validation share >90% sequence
similarity to another sequence within the set (Malhis et al., 2016).
Thus, removing this intra-dataset homology will limit the biasing of
our results towards certain sequence clusters prominent in the data.
Furthermore, to ensure our testing is blind and unbiased, we also
cluster our Validation and testing sets against the training and valid-
ation sets used in both SPOT-Disorder2 and SPOT-MoRF. This
clustering is performed at 30% sequence identity using Blastclust
(Altschul et al., 1997). We do not cluster the Train set to preserve
the number of training samples.

Fig. 1. The layout of our model, illustrating how the deep, latent disorder represen-

tations are transferred between SPOT-Disorder2 and our proposed method. Each

trainable MoRF network consists of a FC network. In this figure, the characteriza-

tion of disorder can be extracted from either the final contextual layer or the se-

cond-last discriminative (discrimin.) layer before the output of the disorder

prediction model

Table 1. The hyperparameters of each model used in SPOT-MoRF

ID L N Transfer Loc. Dropout

0 3 100 Contextual 0.0

1 3 100 Discrim. 0.2

2 3 100 Contextual 0.2

3 3 100 Contextual 0.5

4 3 200 Contextual 0.5

Note: The ID also corresponds to the SPOT-Disorder2 model used in trans-

fer learning. L, N and ‘Dropout’ refer to the number of FC layers appended to

the severed SPOT-Disorder2 model, the number of neurons in these layers

and the level of dropout applied, respectively.
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Finally, due to limitations introduced by the large computational
pipeline for SPOT-Disorder2 (namely the two-dimensional predic-
tion of a contact map in SPOT-Contact), we remove all proteins of
length >1500 (Hanson et al., 2018a). Despite this limitation, statis-
tics from the latest UniProtKB version (June 2019) indicate that
>99% of proteins are eligible for prediction by our method
(UniProt, 2014). After clustering and thresholding sequence length,
our Train, Validation, Exptest and Test2019 sets contain 394, 265,
39 and 850 sequences, respectively. The MoRF content of each data-
set is shown in Table 2.

2.3 Performance evaluation
Providing a balanced analysis of MoRF predictions is key to obtain-
ing a true representation of the prediction performance. This is par-
ticularly important in MoRF prediction as MoRF residues account
for only 3% of residues across our Train, Validation and Test2019
datasets. The first skew-independent metrics can be obtained
through the use of binary classification analysis to obtain the True
Positives (TP), False Positives (FP), True Negatives (TN) and False
Negatives (FN), as determined by a classification threshold on the
model’s predicted likelihoods and their corresponding labels. These

metrics can be combined to find the sensitivity (Sens ¼ TP
TPþFN) and

specificity (Spec ¼ TN
TNþFP), the class-dependent accuracies of class 1

(MoRF) and class 0 (non-MoRF), respectively. We can also find the
accuracy of the positive predictions of a model through the precision

metric (Prec ¼ TP
TPþFP). This metric is particularly important as minor

decreases in specificity can flood the performance of a model with
FP’s due to the large class disparity, which would otherwise be
unnoticed without Precision analysis. To select a threshold for
our predictor, we use the value which maximizes the Matthew’s
Correlation Coefficient (MCC) on the validation set (Matthews,
1975).

To get a singular metric for overall performance analysis, we can
use the Area Under the Curve of the Receiver Operating
Characteristic (AUCROC) (Hanley and McNeil, 1982) or Precision–
Recall (AUCPR) curves (Davis and Goadrich, 2006).

2.4 Method comparison
We compare to a set of previously released MoRF prediction tools.
We downloaded the standalone version of MoRFPred-Plus
(Sharma et al., 2018a) (Available: https://github.com/roneshsharma/
MoRFpred-plus), OPAL, OPALþ and PROMIS (Sharma et al.,
2018b, c) (Available: https://github.com/roneshsharma? tab¼repositories)
and DISOPRED3 (Jones and Cozzetto, 2015) (Available: http://bio
inf.cs.ucl.ac.uk/psipred/). We used the web servers of MoRFPred
(Disfani et al., 2012), fMoRFPred (Yan et al., 2016), DisoRDPbind
(Peng and Kurgan, 2015) (Server URL: http://biomine.cs.vcu.edu/
#webservers), ANCHOR2 (Mészáros et al., 2018) (Server URL:
https://iupred2a.elte.hu/) and through the RESTful interface of
MoRFchibi (Malhis et al., 2016) (Server URL: https://gsponerlab.
msl.ubc.ca/software/morf_chibi/). We further separate the predic-
tions from MoRFchibi into the three provided flavors: MoRFchibi,
MoRFchibi-Web and MoRFchibi-Lite. We also use the same dual-
thresholding method for binding and MoRF regions from SPOT-
Disorder and SPOT-Disorder2, respectively (Hanson et al., 2017,
2019a). For completeness, we would like to mention that a new
method called MoRF-MLP was recently published (He et al., 2019).
We were unable to make a direct comparison between our method

and this new method because it does not have a standalone package
or an online server. It, however, performs worse than OPAL and
PROMIS which are compared here.

3 Results

As a proof of concept for the use of transfer learning in this work,
we can analyze the activations and outputs of SPOT-Disorder2 to
see if there is any correlation between the output disorder prediction
and any MoRF component for an input protein. In Fig. 2A, we pre-
sent the activations of the transfer point and outputs of SPOT-
Disorder2 model 0 for the protein P53990 from Test2019, which
has annotated ordered, disordered and MoRF regions (represented
by labels of 0, 1 and 0.5 in the bottom graph, respectively). As this
graph shows, there is a direct correlation between certain patterns in
the activation of the contextual layer and the high- and low-ranked
predictions of disorder. Pertinently to this work, however, there is a
direct match of uncertainty in the disorder predictions and the
MoRF region at residues 347–362. This is identified by SPOT-
MoRF model 0, as shown in Fig. 2B, where the output spikes at this
predicted semi-disorder region, correctly identifying the MoRF and
predicting both the ordered and disordered regions as non-MoRFs.
This despite the somewhat similar activations of the contextual layer
in SPOT-MoRF and SPOT-Disorder2.

To illustrate the usefulness of our transfer learning approach, we
compare several neural-network-based approaches to MoRF predic-
tion. In this analysis, we compare the proposed approach to a direct-
ly trained model utilizing the same architecture as model 0 from
SPOT-Disorder2 and ensembles of FC (MoRF-FC) and BLSTM
(MoRF-LSTM) networks utilizing the inputs and outputs of each
corresponding SPOT-Disorder2 component model. Early stopping
was used to avoid excessive overtraining due to training such large
networks on small datasets, particularly for the directly trained
method. All of these methods use the same window as SPOT-MoRF,
shown in Eq. (1). A baseline performance is provided by the linear
extraction of MoRF residues from the outputs of SPOT-Disorder2
using the dual-thresholding method as per Hanson et al. (2019a).
The results of these methods on the Validation, Exptest and
Test2019 sets are shown alongside SPOT-MoRF in Table 3. The dir-
ectly trained model is shown to be substantially inferior in all ana-
lyzed metrics (surprisingly bar AUCROC in Validation) to its
corresponding singular SPOT-MoRF model utilizing transfer learn-
ing, illustrating that deep methods cannot effectively be used in this
problem without suitable weight initialization (i.e. weight transfer).
This is particularly the case in the Test2019 set, where transfer

Table 2. An overview of the datasets used in this work and their

residue-wise MoRF/non-MoRF propensities

Dataset Sequences MoRFs Non-MoRFs MoRF ratio (%)

Train 394 4977 169 604 2.93

Validation 265 3264 116 041 2.74

Exptest 39 1812 12 482 12.68

Test2019 850 14 643 437 798 3.24

A B

Fig. 2. The activations of the transfer location (top) and model outputs (bottom)

from (A) SPOT-Disorder2 model 0 and (B) SPOT-MoRF model 0 for protein

P53990 from Test2019. Labels of 0, 0.5 and 1 correspond to order, MoRF and dis-

ordered regions, respectively
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learning outperforms the direct model by 78% in MCC and 47% in
AUCPR. Moreover, the proposed SPOT-MoRF method is shown to
substantially outperform its FC and LSTM ensemble counterparts,
vindicating this technique as a valid method for predicting niche
structural properties in proteins from small datasets. The LSTM-
based method MoRF-LSTM performs better than MoRF-FC due to
its use of contextual information, but is itself outperformed by
SPOT-MoRF by 13% in MCC and 19% in AUCPR on the Exptest
set. Interestingly, SPOT-Disorder2 considerably outperforms
MoRF-FC and MoRF-LSTM on the Exptest set, indicating that lin-
ear discrimination of MoRF residues performs better than a ran-
domly initialized complex neural network for this data.

It is interest to observe how substantially the performance of a sin-
gular model can be improved through the use of an ensemble. As such,
Supplementary Table S1 shows the individual performance of each en-
semble component model. All models have a consistent improvement
from the Validation set to the Exptest and Test2019 test. One strength
of the ensemble approach is the ability of the model to inherently adapt
to different distributions of MoRF residues, exemplified in the compo-
nent models’ varying performances in the Test2019 (lower MoRF pro-
pensity) and Exptest (higher MoRF propensity) sets. Overall, the benefit
of the ensemble is particularly noticeable in the AUCPR of each dataset,
with the ensemble outperforming the next-best model by 23%, 7% and
17% in the Validation, Exptest and Test2019 sets, respectively, indicat-
ing that the rare MoRF class can become more distinct when individual
models’ generalization errors are removed in the ensemble averaging.

3.1 Comparison of SPOT-MoRF to other predictors
We compare the results of SPOT-MoRF to the 14 other current predic-
tors described in Section 2.4 on the Exptest set in Table 4. This set con-
tains proteins with experimentally validated MoRFs, with some
proteins containing multiple MoRF regions. Thus, the precision of the
models in this dataset will be generally higher than previous results
from Test464 and Test2012 due to the removal of potentially false-
negative labels. SPOT-MoRF achieves the highest AUCROC and AUCPR

by 2% and 11%, respectively, and attains the joint-highest MCC with
MoRFchibi-Web of 0.33 (a 3% improvement on the next-best). Even
on this small dataset, the improvement in AUCROC over all methods ex-
cept OPALþ (P-value <0.023) is statistically significant with a P-value
of � 3� 10�4. Moreover, it must be noted that OPAL and PROMIS
were validated (fine-tuned) on this set (Sharma et al., 2018c).
Supplementary Fig. S1 shows the ROC and PR curves of all compared
single-threshold models on the Exptest set. SPOT-MoRF provides a
more precise MoRF prediction for both low and high sensitivity values,
and is only lower than any other methods between sensitivities of 0.15–
0.35. The operating threshold of SPOT-MoRF reflects this, obtaining
the second-highest operating precision of 64%, a 36% relative increase
on MoRFchibi-Web despite its comparable MCC. Furthermore, the
ROC curve in Supplementary Fig. S1 shows that SPOT-MoRF obtains
a higher sensitivity for almost all specificities. The high performance in
Exptest by SPOT-MoRF is significant because the fractions of MoRFs
in Train and Validation (2–3%) are so different to the MoRF content in
Exptest (12.7%, Table 2), indicating robust training.

Table 5 shows the performance of the compared predictors on the
Test2019 set. This set provides an updated performance analysis for
the compared predictors, as most have only been benchmarked with

proteins deposited in the PDB prior to 2013. SPOT-MoRF obtains
the highest performance across all analyzed metrics, soundly beating
the next-best OPALþ in AUCROC, AUCPR and MCC by 0.835 to
0.805, 0.208 to 0.157 and 0.253 to 0.192, respectively. The differ-
ence in AUCROC is statistically significant, obtaining a P-value of
� 1� 10�7. The ROC and PR curves for this dataset are shown in
Fig. 3. In both graphs, SPOT-MoRF shows a clear superiority to the
other methods at all sensitivities (except for the region of <5% sensi-
tivity to PROMIS in the PR curve). The gap between methods in the
PR curve is reflected in SPOT-MoRF obtaining a much higher operat-
ing precision at a similar sensitivity to other methods (a 59% im-
provement in precision over the next-best OPALþ).

Table 3. A comparison of the proposed SPOT-MoRF approach to other machine learning methods for the Validation, Test and Exptest sets

Method Validation Exptest Test2019

AUCROC AUCPR MCC AUCROC AUCPR MCC AUCROC AUCPR MCC

Direct training 0.756 0.157 0.214 0.731 0.299 0.225 0.745 0.108 0.118

SPOT-MoRF (model 0) 0.755 0.184 0.249 0.789 0.387 0.316 0.786 0.160 0.211

SPOT-Disorder2 — — 0.123 — — 0.260 — — 0.127

MoRF-FC 0.719 0.087 0.144 0.681 0.211 0.173 0.676 0.073 0.086

MoRF-LSTM 0.766 0.165 0.232 0.750 0.323 0.217 0.819 0.174 0.224

SPOT-MoRF 0.787 0.227 0.282 0.813 0.421 0.325 0.835 0.208 0.253

Note: The results are separated into singular methods based on model 0 (top) and ensemble (bottom) methods.

Table 4. Performance comparison on the Exptest set

Predictor AUCROC AUCPR MCC Se Sp Pr

ANCHOR2 0.548 0.130 0.039 44.48 61.21 14.27

DISOPRED3 0.545 0.159 0.069 16.28 90.12 19.31

MoRFPred 0.615 0.186 0.106 15.51 93.13 24.69

DisoRDPbind 0.628 0.205 0.140 38.85 78.97 21.15

fMoRFPred 0.656 0.219 0.097 7.89 97.35 30.17

MoRFPred-Plus 0.675 0.234 0.189 53.20 72.96 22.22

MoRFchibi 0.704 0.306 0.206 9.99 98.98 58.77

PROMIS 0.757 0.316 0.287 48.34 85.37 32.42

OPALþ 0.795 0.368 0.288 29.03 94.78 44.65

OPAL 0.782 0.376 0.281 68.60 71.37 25.81

MoRFchibi-Lite 0.768 0.379 0.316 37.80 92.41 41.97

MoRFchibi-Web 0.754 0.379 0.328 40.95 91.65 41.59

SPOT-MoRF 0.813 0.421 0.325 25.33 97.21 56.88

SPOT-Disorder — — 0.185 35.82 85.27 26.10

SPOT-Disorder2 — — 0.260 77.15 61.58 22.57

Table 5. Performance comparison on the Test2019 set

Predictor AUCROC AUCPR MCC Se Sp Pr

DisoRDPbind 0.606 0.045 0.033 15.22 90.36 5.02

DISOPRED3 0.543 0.046 0.037 11.96 93.36 5.68

ANCHOR2 0.620 0.049 0.071 45.84 72.25 5.24

MoRFPreda 0.647 0.069 0.092 23.93 91.14 8.29

MoRFchibi 0.682 0.074 0.062 4.15 99.18 14.52

fMoRFPred 0.660 0.080 0.092 9.20 98.17 14.40

MoRFPred-Plus 0.762 0.114 0.156 64.71 74.46 7.81

MoRFchibi-Lite 0.773 0.126 0.155 24.65 95.19 14.63

MoRFchibi-Web 0.793 0.142 0.190 36.08 92.96 14.63

OPAL 0.788 0.152 0.190 49.77 87.37 11.64

PROMIS 0.784 0.154 0.183 42.15 90.10 12.47

OPALþ 0.805 0.157 0.192 25.86 96.33 19.05

SPOT-MoRF 0.835 0.208 0.253 24.94 98.09 30.35

SPOT-Disorder — — 0.089 30.76 86.69 7.18

SPOT-Disorder2 — — 0.127 71.71 63.17 6.11

aReported on 849 proteins due to server error (missing Q2HR73).
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As we use the original Test464 set as a validation set in this
work, it is important to gauge whether or not the improvement of
our method over others is due to our transfer learning approach ra-
ther than the effectively larger seen data pool. To analyze this, we
extracted a secondary validation set of 40 proteins from our Train
set containing <30% sequence similarity to each other and the
Train set according to Blastclust, reducing our Train set to 314 pro-
teins. This train set is comparable in size to the training set used dur-
ing 5-fold cross validation on 421 proteins in previous work, and
smaller than those works which use the full set (Disfani et al., 2012;
Malhis et al., 2016; Sharma et al., 2018c). We then retrained our en-
semble on the new training and validation data, utilizing the same
training procedure and hyperparameters. The performance of the
model across both of our test sets is only lower when compared to
SPOT-MoRF, obtaining an AUCROC and AUCPR score of 0.810 and
0.406 on the Exptest set and 0.826 and 0.181 on the Test2019 set,
respectively. These scores are lower than the results obtained by
SPOT-MoRF in Tables 4 and 5, but still higher than the competing
methods (e.g. 16% improvement in AUCPR over the second-best
OPALþ on the Test2019 set), suggesting that the bulk of the im-
provement of our method over others stems from the transfer learn-
ing approach rather than the use of an extended validation set.

4 Discussion

In this work, we proposed SPOT-MoRF, a prediction tool built by
repurposing an accurate protein intrinsic disorder predictor to the
prediction of MoRFs in proteins. This presents the first MoRF pre-
dictor built utilizing deep learning, achieving state-of-the-art results
on two independent datasets while being trained using the same
training data as almost all other predictors compared. The use of an
ensemble set allows the method to make more confident predictions
due to the removal of spurious false generalizations in singular com-
ponent models, reflected in its increased AUCPR over other methods.
Following from this, our model also achieves high MCCs across all
datasets, meaning that the model predicts with a high level of
MoRF/non-MoRF separation for each model’s prescribed threshold.
This is consistent over three independent testing datasets with vary-
ing levels of MoRF content, indicating a robust performance
afforded by its deep learning foundation.

One challenge in MoRF prediction is the lack of large annotated
datasets for training and testing. The established test sets in the lit-
erature, Test2012 and Exp53, contain only 45 and 53 sequences, re-
spectively (Malhis et al., 2016). To address this gap in the literature,
we have created a much larger test set Test2019 which consists of

930 (850 with sequence length � 1500) new MoRF-annotated pro-
teins. Test2019 provides a much more thorough and current analysis
than the currently used datasets in the literature, and is formed using
a similar protocol to its predecessor, Test2012. The higher perform-
ance of SPOT-MoRF on this dataset points to a more consistent pre-
diction quality of the proposed method for unseen data than other
predictors. This is after clustering each of our testing sets against the
validation and training sets of both SPOT-MoRF and SPOT-
Disorder2 at 30% similarity according to Blastclust.

Despite its strengths, this method also presents several draw-
backs potentially limiting usage. First of all, the large pipeline for
SPOT-MoRF, which contains two evolutionary profile generation
tools (HHBlits and PSI-Blast) (Altschul et al., 1997; Remmert et al.,
2012) and large computational prediction tools for contact map and
1-D structural property prediction (Hanson et al., 2018a, 2019c),
can be quite slow, especially compared to much faster prediction
methods such as fMoRFpred and MoRFchibi. Furthermore, the use
of SPOT-Contact in the SPOT-MoRF pipeline limits the length of in-
put proteins due to the two-dimensional prediction space, depending
on the computational capabilities of the user’s workstation. These
problems can be alleviated by utilizing a smaller secondary structure
predictor in place of SPOT-1D at the inputs of SPOT-MoRF. To ad-
dress this shortcoming, we can calculate the results on the 83 long
proteins (�1500 residues) omitted from all of our test datasets
(3 from Exptest and 80 from Test2019) by using the modified out-
puts of the secondary structure prediction method SPIDER3
(Heffernan et al., 2017). The proteins in this long set have an aver-
age sequence length of 2196 and MoRF coverage of 0.95%.
Supplementary Table S2 shows that without the use of SPOT-1D,
SPOT-MoRF can still perform accurately, obtaining the highest
AUCPR for this dataset and obtaining the second-highest AUCROC

(0.781 versus 0.822 of MoRFchibi-Web) and second-highest MCC
values (0.092 versus 0.109 of MoRFchibi-Web), even without being
specifically trained for detecting such sparse MoRF regions. We
have implemented this feature as an option in our software package
for local usage. Another option to potentially make this process
more efficient is to apply transfer learning to our single-sequence in-
trinsic disorder prediction tool SPOT-Disorder-Single (Hanson
et al., 2018b). This work is in progress.
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